SPEED LIMITER

Stop Speeding Drivers

- Improve site safety
- Reduce maintenance costs
- Improve driving standards
- Decrease damage
- Lower fuel expenditure

Cable & Fly By Wire options available
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The speed limiter is a very comprehensive and highly reliable product. The system hardware is produced by Siemens VDO and has been fitted to over 1,000,000 vehicles worldwide.

The system is designed to stop speeding drivers by limiting the forklift travel speed without affecting the hydraulic lifting power.

The system is completely adjustable whether it's the limiter avigation time or truck speed (as low as 3mph).

With truck installations we can pre-programme the ECU to specific requirements so that the system is automatically set up. Through extensive research we have a large database of truck data which has enabled us to design truck specific systems with extremely comprehensive installation instructions.

The system has full fault diagnostics which is read through the VDO software and there are many options available for highlighting a fault or error codes. The system is also able to offer you 2 speeds which can be activated by a push button or automatically. The system can be installed in conjunction with other products in our range such as the TXP or FM200+.

The system is suitable for both mechanical (cable driven) or electronic (fly by wire) vehicles.

FTC Ltd can provide a full training and installation programme.

For further information please contact us through our web site.